
 

 

Term 3   Special Kilmore Exchange Edition         September 2014 
 

58th Kilmore Exchange held 22nd - 24th August 2014 
 

From the Kilmore Exchange Coordinator 
With a clear sky and a sunny 20 degrees the Assumption College students arrived at SHC Senior ready 

to participate in the 58th Kilmore Exchange. 

 

They had the opportunity to have a practice prior to being collected by their host families. The meet 

and greet of students was in the Debourg and there was a real buzz of excitement in the air. Some 

reignited old friendships from previous years, other friendships were about to be formed. 

 

After spending a few hours settling in with their hosts they returned to the gym for the social dance at 

7.30pm. As usual the dance started with nervous students from both schools standing around the walls 

of the gym but as the night wore on the dance floor filled, especially when the lights were dimmed and 

volume increased. It was evident that some footballers were not only talented on the footy oval but 

nimble on the dance floor as well. 

 

The students had time on Saturday to explore Adelaide. Some went to the footy, others went Go-Kart 

racing, some girls did a bit of retail therapy and others watched netball matches. One SHC student 

went sky diving and her billets were there to watch her. 

 

We all gathered at 6pm for the Kilmore Mass so beautifully prepared by Daniel Head. We heard from 

all four school captains about the spirit of the weekend and how lifelong friendships are made. 

 

Dan Ryan and Bianca Pittman presented us with a wonderful 30 minute performance by our very 

talented musicians and singers and for the first time in the 58 year history of the Exchange Sacred 

Heart was proud to present a dance crew. All dancers did an excellent job while the Vocal Ensemble 

and musicians showed what amazing talent we have. We thank Louise Durrans, our Dance Teacher, 

along with Dan and Bianca for a wonderful display. 
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Later in the evening it was the debaters turn to take the podium and the topic for the debate was “That 

social media is a hindrance”. The SHC team (consisting of Bianca Tramaglino, Angus Crouch and 

Emma Zeitz) were superb and were awarded winners of the debate to the roar of the crowd. Callum 

Reid kept us all entertained as Chairperson for the night. 

 

After a quick supper ACK took to the stage for their musical and vocal performance. Once again they 

gave a fantastic display with many upbeat songs which had the auditorium rocking. Thanks to all who 

participated during the night. 

 

Girls Soccer was the first event on Sunday morning and had been highly anticipated since the beginning 

of the season. The game had a slow start with some definite crowding in the midfield which was fixed 

by the re-arrangement of several positions. The second half presented a much more aggressive and 

undeniably intense game with Kelly Moss dominating the centre half, and Roisin Holroyd's goal keeping 

kept SHC out of trouble; additionally Rachel Skehan showed plenty of energy and passion in the 

midfield. Shout out to the crowd who came to support the girls at such an early time on a Sunday. We 

are so proud to have been part of such a great community and a truly unique exchange. The best SHC 

player was awarded to Kelly Moss. 

 

The Girls Hockey followed and Rebecca Thomas and Bridget Roberts wrote;  

“Kilmore exchange weekend girls hockey results not only surprised us, it surprised our parents and friends who 

came to watch. Assumption College were undefeated all season and SHC were yet to have a win... We all had 

butterflies before the match but as soon as the whistle blew, we had our heads in the game. We were determined not 

to have 0-10 thrashing like previous weeks. Prue our coach, was even wearing our special lucky beanie!!! By 

halftime the score was 0-1, we were all red in the face with sweat dripping from our heads (do not sign up next 

year, if your think hockey is an easy game!!) 

 

Rebecca Thomas scored an awesome goal in the second half to make the scores even, but Assumption came back to 

score another, finishing the game 2-1. Esther Hurley and Katie Murdoch defended well in the centre and backlines, 

and Jess Viant did an amazing job in goals. Bridget Roberts was named Best Player. Expertly coached by Prue 

Wilkosz and cheered on by a big crowd, the girls played extremely well and are looking forward to next year, 

where they hope to claim a win!” 

 

Declan Jamieson was captain of the Boys Soccer and said this about the game; 

“The boy’s First XI soccer game against Assumption College on the weekend was a fantastic way to finish the 

soccer season. After having made great friendships with our billets throughout the weekend, it was great to be able 

to play against them in a fair contest. Although the 9-0 score line SHC's way may not have suggested it, the game 

was extremely tough and demanding. Congratulations to Matt Brincat (ACK) and Zak Lavranos (SHC) on being 

the best player for their sides.” 

 

The Boys Basketball team looked fit and pumped as they walked onto the court. The speed and agility 

of both teams was exciting and the SHC boys displayed great talent. Sam White, our Captain, led the 
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boys to a convincing win and Akol Deng was awarded the best SHC player. It was a very entertaining 

match to watch. 

 

The Girls Basketball team followed and both schools fought out a tough match. Tiarna Harfield was 

excellent in her relentless pursuit for the ball and was awarded SHC best player. The team, captained by 

Amelia Galpin couldn’t quite peg ACK back and went down at the final siren. Both the Boys and Girls 

Basketball teams were sad as it was the last Kilmore match for coach, John Cadd, who after 25 years 

here at SHC, will retire at the end of the year. Thank you John for all you have done to make these 

Exchanges such smooth events and for being a wonderful coach for the students. We wish you well for 

your walking adventures overseas. 

 

The sun was beating down as we gathered at 12 o’clock for the Netball match. It was a fast and fiercely 

contested match with our girls taking an early lead. Our defenders were doing a brilliant job when 

Olivia Clark went down prior to half time with a bad ankle injury. Georgia Kramm played an inspiring 

game giving her all for four quarters. Emmeline Ogilvie stepped in for Olivia against an extremely 

tough ACK player and also did a brilliant job. 

 

Heading toward the final siren with SHC in the lead we were hit with another ankle injury to Charlie 

Parish just prior to full time. Congratulations to Emily Hunter who was awarded Best Player and to all 

the girls who played their hearts out. 

 

At 1.10pm the first ever Kilmore Sprint was held showcasing Athletics from both schools. 

The students from both schools did a great job and we look forward to expanding on Athletics in 

coming years. The girls race was won by ACK student Natarsha Inchincoli with our Kate Monks also 

running very well. Daniel Bendo ran a superb race to take the Boys Sprint from Ben Barratt. Well done 

to all who competed. 

 

The crowd gathered for the afternoon Football match and we witnessed the first ever Indigenous 

Welcome beautifully prepared and spoken by Dre Ngatokoru. The very talented Brooke Miller sang the 

National Anthem and Zane Collier from ACK tossed the coin. 

 

From the get go, it was clear that this was going to be a very physical game with both sides putting their 

body on the line at every contest. Sacred Heart got the better start and kicked away to a nice lead at 

quarter time. The clear highlight of the first quarter was an outstanding high flying mark from Cory 

Gregson who soared above his Assumption opponent. 

 

Tragedy struck for the local side early in the second quarter, with star SHC full forward Ryan Burton 

coming down with a fractured leg. This resulted in Keenan Ramsey being moved to full forward and he 

certainly made the most of this opportunity, booting a season high 8 goals. A fantastic performance!!! 
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As the game went on, Sacred Heart asserted their dominance and managed to run away eventual 

winners by over 70 points. The final score was perhaps not a true reflection of the hard contest since 

Assumption seemed to dominate play at times. The difference in the end was that Sacred Heart made 

the most of their chances, particularly in front of goal.  SHC finished with a decisive win and was well 

led by Cleve Westley.  

 

The Presentations concluded a wonderful Exchange. The Marist spirit was evident in every aspect of the 

weekend. I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to the amazing families here at SHC who opened 

their homes to host students. You are the ones who make this so special and on behalf of SHC and the 

ACK students we say thank you for your kindness. 

 

Congratulations to the coaches and managers who have spent all year working with their respective 

teams.  Many thanks to Sue Kenneally and Alex Penhall (Boys & Girls Sports Coordinators) who have 

worked tirelessly to prepare for this weekend. 

 

To staff who have assisted in any way, I thank you for all you have done. 

 

Thanks also to the wonderful P & F Committee and to the Mission Team members who worked so hard 

to provide the wonderful food all day. 

 

Luke Hildyard has taken over as my Co-Coordinator and has done a wonderful job. Thank you Luke.  

 

And finally to the SHC students. We are very proud of you and the Marist spirit you have shown. We 

hope the Kilmore Exchange continues for another 58 years and look forward to travelling to 

Assumption College, Kilmore in 2015. 

 

Mrs Margie Weller 
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From the Sports Captains 

Late Friday afternoon, the staff and students from Kilmore arrived on the SHC school ground ready to 

participate in the 58th Kilmore Exchange between Sacred Heart and Assumption College. An 

abundance of SHC host families opened up their homes to the participating Assumption students. 

Every family was eager and excited to see their new billets as they all prepared for the weekend ahead. 

All members and participants of both colleges were looking forward to the competitive weekend 

between the two Marist communities while keeping in mind the historical tradition of this monumental 

exchange.  

 

On the Friday night the SHC students and their billets attended the social, an event that is organised to 

help bring the competing and host students together prior to the competitive events. The night had a 

slow start, until the lights went out and the macarena started playing, packing the dance floor with the 

SHC students and their billets, busting their finest moves. The whole night was quite successful in 

relieving the stress and promoting the enjoyment and friendly nature of the exchange. 

 

Saturday was the one day that the host families had the ability to show off South Australia’s finest 

attractions, whether that be the city of Adelaide and its new world class stadium, or the local shops and 

football games the boys chose to attend. As the day concluded all of the students came back to SHC to 

attend the evening Mass, with the music, dance and debating taking place to open the weekend. Despite 

a little mishap with the flowers catching alight, the mass ran smoothly and rightfully reflected the 

Marist traditions our schools uphold.  

 

Our SHC music and dance department kicked off the night with some performances to remember. The 

concert choir performed the classic “New York State of Mind” by Billy Joel, followed by “Give Me 

Love” by Ed Sheeran to begin the night. This piece also featured two dance students, Courtney Tucker 

and Connor Jones. Next up was the stage band, who performed “The Final Countdown” with a face 

melting solo from Zack Adams, finishing with a song from the 2014 Musical “The Wedding Singer”. 

The Stage 1 Dance class featured next, inspired by a poem called “Nocturne” which was followed by 

the Year 12 guitar quartet's performance of “Eleanor Rigby” by the Beatles. The jazz band closed the 

bracket, playing popular tunes such as “Happy” by Pharrell Williams, and finishing with a cover of the 

Jacksons’ “Shake your body down to the ground” where our brilliant Stage 1 Dancers also made an 

appearance.  

 

Following on from SHC’s talented performances was the debating. Our team, consisting of Bianca 

Tramaglino as the first speaker, Angus Crouch as second and Emma Zeitz as the third, were all eager to 

take out the win this year. The topic for this year’s debate was “Social media: is it a hindrance or a 

help”. The Assumption College and Sacred Heart College debaters fiercely argued this topic, but Sacred 

Heart came out victorious, narrowly convincing the audience and adjudicators that social media is 
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indeed a help. Congratulations to Bianca Tramaglino for best speaker of the debate after her passionate 

argument.  

 

After some refreshments, the Assumption College music group took to the stage, with a bunch of 

talented performers they had put together especially for the exchange. From the ensemble performances 

to the singing, they put on a great show full of outstanding musical ability to conclude the Saturday 

night performances. Despite the fact that there was not an announced winner, both schools put on 

outstanding performances, with the SHC representatives taking the culture of ‘the arts’ to a new level, 

making the evening enjoyable and entertaining for all. 

 

Luckily, the 58th exchange produced the goods in terms of weather with the sun shining and an 

amazing day to come. The events began bright and early at 8:30am with the girls soccer. It was a tough 

contest between both teams, and the girls played to the best of their ability, especially considering they 

were at a disadvantage playing 40 minute halves compared to the usual 20. In the dying moments of the 

game the girls pulled off a very impressive win to start off the Kilmore competition, winning 1-0. 

Congratulations to the SHC best player Kelly Moss who played an amazing game at centre-mid.  

 

A freakish accident saw the SHC boys basketball team’s highly-renowned shooter Tom Hayman 

severely roll his ankle the day before the game, forcing him to be sidelined. However the team still 

managed to get off to a reasonable start with Akol Deng dominating early. Erik Tume’s sharp shooting 

from 3-point land throughout the game allowed the Hearts to develop a comfortable buffer, with Isaac 

White providing a great string of scores following the main break, pushing the lead to 20. An 

inspirational cameo appearance from Josh Galpin boosted the margin and the prowess of Elijah Minear-

Kulpinski, Lachlan Thomas and Harry Sires saw the First V cruise home to a 15 point win. A special 

mention to John Cadd for his final coaching efforts on the weekend, getting the boys over the line for an 

impressive win, as well as a congratulations to Akol Deng who was selected as the MVP for the game. 

 

The first eleven girls hockey team saved their best game all season for the Kilmore weekend. The 

undefeated Assumption girls looked strong, but the SHC girls took to the field in a fierce manner. The 

majority of the play was in Sacred Heart’s defensive half, where Kilmore scored the first goal to 

conclude the first half. Being one of the closest games so far, this gave the girls the determination to 

keep up the hard work. After Rebecca Thomas scored her exhilarating goal for the girls, bringing the 

goal count for the season to 5 (a Sacred Heart record), Assumption unfortunately scored their second 

goal, making it a 2-1 victory to Assumption. The girls played strong until the end and great skill was 

shown by both teams throughout the game, “Sticks down, Hearts up”. Congratulations to Bridget 

Roberts for best player.  

 

The boys soccer was a very impressive match to watch, having a clean sheet for the game and pulling 

out their best performance at the same time. The boys played hard the whole game and fought it out to 

the end, showing assumption they were the best team out there. In the end SHC came off with a 
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convincing win of 9-0. Zak Lavranos won the SHC best player, having kicked 4 goals for the game, 

contributing greatly to the team effort. 

 

The basketball girls went into the game thinking it would be another easy win considering their past 

dominating performances and Assumption’s current form, with SHC convincingly placing above them 

at the Marist carnival. The girls unfortunately had a bad start to the game, but they fought hard and 

gave it their all towards the end of the game. In the last quarter they came within a 3 point margin of 

Assumption, until exhaustion kicked in and sadly they went down 29-33. Tiarna Harfield played a 

terrific game, well deserving the best player for SHC.  

 

Following on from the basketball was the netball match. The girls got off to a notable start, laying 

everything on the line in order to achieve a reasonable margin over the Assumption team. The hard 

work and unstoppable defensive pressure unfortunately saw captain and defender Olivia Clark go 

down with a game-changing ankle injury. But the SHC girls did not let this affect their lead, pushing it 

out until the final seconds of the match and winning by 4 goals, despite being down a few players due 

to unfortunate injuries. Emily Hunter consistently killed the centre court with her fantastic speed and 

agility, receiving best player for SHC.  

 

When the netball game hit half time, the crowd moved to the main oval in order to watch the male and 

female Exchange Skins. The boys were up first with three determined SHC runners in the race. Daniel 

Bendo convincingly placed first having clear sprinting ability over the other competitors. The girls raced 

second, and after a hard fought race to the finish, an Assumption College girl took out first place, whilst 

Kate Monks and Grainne Henry placed 2nd and 3rd. Congratulations to all participants who ran hard 

in this inaugural event. 

 

The stage was set for a terrific game of football to tie up the Assumption College weekend. Both teams 

were evenly matched and came into the game rearing to go with the crowds getting behind them. Both 

teams were expecting a hard and fierce game as Assumption had just won their local Saturday 

competition and SHC taking out the SA knockout competition. As the first quarter ended it was clear 

SHC’s endeavour and pressure on the field was able to put on a great first quarter score. As the game 

progressed, Assumption College threw everything at Sacred Heart in order to even up the score. 

Despite a devastating leg injury to key player Ryan Burton in the second quarter, SHC’s scoring 

capabilities and pride kept them ahead of Assumption, coming up with an outstanding win of 140 to 61. 

Congratulations to Cory Gregson who received SHC’s best player and a special mention to Keenan 

Ramsey for kicking an astonishing 8 goals straight.  

 

To cap off the weekend of events, a Presentation took place to award the winning pennants and shields 

to the teams captains and best performers for each sport. We would like to thank Assumption College 

for making the tiring trip over from country Victoria, in order to make the weekend possible. Also 

thank you to all the host families for taking in the Assumption College students, as without their 

welcoming contribution the exchange would not go ahead.  
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A special thanks to Margie Weller and Luke Hildyard for the many hours they put into organising the 

exchange, months before it was to take place in order for it to be an enjoyable and successful weekend 

for all. Also, to both Sacred Heart sports co-ordinators Alex Penhall and Sue Kenneally we thank you 

for your efforts both before and during the weekend, it is greatly appreciated. A special mention goes 

out to all the coaches, managers, staff and participants that contributed to the weekend and kept the 

competitive nature of the exchange alive. But most importantly, a big thank you to all participating 

students for your great sportsmanship, friendliness and respectful manners.  Your Marist spirit over the 

three day exchange contributed to the great success of the exchange as a whole. 

 

Brittany Miller and Peter Clunes 

2014 Sports Captains 
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58th Kilmore Exchange 

RESULTS 
 

DEBATING:    SHC - Winners 

 

Best Speaker:    SHC – Emma Zeitz 

      ACK – Isabelle McKay 

 

GIRLS SOCCER:   SHC – 1 

      ACK – 0 

 

Best Players:    SHC – Kelly Moss 

      ACK – Kasey Macauley 

 

BOYS BASKETBALL:  SHC – 48 

      ACK – 38 

 

Best Players:    SHC – Akol Deng 

      ACK – Jack Murphy 

 

GIRLS HOCKEY:   SHC – 1 

      ACK – 2 

 

Best Players:    SHC – Bridget Roberts 

      ACK – Whitney Comte 

 

BOYS SOCCER:   SHC – 9 

      ACK – 0  

 

Best Players:    SHC – Zac Lavranos 

      ACK – Matthew Brincat 
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GIRLS BASKETBALL:  SHC – 28 

      ACK – 33 

 

Best Players:    SHC – Tiarna Harfield 

      ACK – Rosie O’Sullivan 

 

NETBALL:    SHC – 44 

      ACK – 40 

 

Best Players:    SHC – Emily Hunter 

      ACK – Casey Adamson 

 

KILMORE SPRINT SKINS: 

      SHC – Daniel Bendo 

      ACK – Natarsha Inchincoli 

 

FOOTBALL:    SHC – 22.8 

      ACK – 8.13 

 

Best Players:    SHC – Corey Gregson 

      ACK – Michael Trait 
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Music and Dance 
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Debating 

 

 

The debate is a highly anticipated and exciting event in the 

Exchange program. 

 

A packed auditorium, exuberant parochial support in the 

audience and the expectation of bright entertainment all combine 

to place on speakers more than the usual demands of the 

ordinary season's contests. This year's debate on the topic "Social 

media today is more of a hindrance than a help" proved no 

exception. Although at times, the engagement of ideas was at 

risk of being obscured by theatricality, the main issues of the 

topic received sufficient attention for robust post-debate 

discussion. 

 

The panel of adjudicators from Debating SA, headed by Mr Tony 

Hooey, complimented all speakers on their research and 

confident, distinctive styles of presentation. 

 

The result was awarded to the Sacred Heart team. 

 

Bianca Tramaglino opened with strong, fluent rebuttal and 

proceeded to demonstrate the benefits of social media for artistic 

creativity, social inclusion and awareness-raising on important 

issues affecting society. Angus Crouch presented well structured, 

developed arguments on the economic, ecological and 

educational benefits of social media. Emma Zeitz closed the 

team's case with vigorous, extensive rebuttal and concise 

summation. 

 

Callum Reid provided polished Chairmanship. 

 

Isabelle McKay and Emma Zeitz received Best Speaker awards 

for their respective teams. 

 

Teams:  Assumption College Sacred Heart College 

(Affirmative)   (Negative) 

Jake Sanders   Bianca Tramaglino 

Isabelle McKay   Angus Crouch 

Emily Hocking  Emma Zeitz 
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Girls Soccer 

The girls played a great game on 

Sunday winning 1-0 against 

Assumption College. The majority 

of the game was played in our half 

with plenty of shots for goals, but 

the Assumption goalie was too 

good making some great saves. The 

game did not go without some 

great shots by Assumption but due 

to the amazing skills of our own 

goalie Roisin Holroyd they were 

held at bay. After some great team 

work between the girls and some 

amazing individual efforts from 

our forward line we finally scored 

the winning goal which was struck by Eloise Streer and was helped along by the Assumption team. The 

goal came just seconds before the full time whistle and after the goal was scored you could see how 

much it meant to the girls as they all came out to celebrate the goal. 

 

We would like to give special mentions the Skye Pantillano, Ann Pantillano, Georgia Hill and Erin 

Mack who did wonders in defence. Another special mention goes out to Roisin who made some 

amazing saves some of which we don’t even know how she reached them. We would also like to give a 

special mention to Eloise and Hollie Moran who made some great plays. Rachel Skehan played possibly 

the best game of her whole season and was one of the best players on the pitch. And finally a special 

mention to Kelly Moss who with some amazing talent constantly passed multiple opponents and made 

some great shots at goal and won the award for best on ground. 

 

We would like to thank all the girls for an amazing game and all the people who came out to watch 

them play especially Alicia Sampson who has been a great help to the team and to our coaches. 

 

Congratulations girls you did a great job.  

 

Lucinda Bueti, Joseph Bueti and Giselle Bueti (Coaches) 
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Boys Basketball 

The annual basketball game against Assumption has been very hotly contested in recent years and the 

team was very keen to finish with a win and achieve an unbeaten season. Sacred Heart made a good 

start with A Deng controlling the boards and S White and D Angley nullifying the Assumption 

shooters. As the game progressed Sacred Heart pushed the lead out to as much as 20 points before a late 

rally by Assumption reduced the winning margin to 10. A Deng was judged the Most Valuable Player 

for Sacred Heart. 
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Girls Hockey 

 

 

The 1st XI Girls Hockey Team saved their best game all season for 

the Kilmore weekend. After an extravagant warm up to psych 

out the Assumption team, the girls took to the field in a fierce 

manner gripping our well used and slightly old wooden hockey 

sticks. The undefeated Assumption girls looked strong, but 

nothing could be as strong as the fire in our girls hearts to show 

Kilmore that Sacred Heart were no team to be messed with. A 

majority of the play was in Sacred Hearts defensive half, 

although there was no way Esther Hurley was letting the ball 

within a metre of the goals, constantly clearing the ball from 

Assumption's brutal attackers. It was clear the other team were 

becoming worried as they all became more aggressive after half 

time. The first goal went to Kilmore at the end of the first half, 

with a half time score of 1-0 which was actually one of the best 

results our girls have seen all year. This motivated our girls more 

than anything. Our girls went out strong from the beginning of 

the second half and sure enough it paid off, with an end to end 

play up the wing from Rebecca Thomas. Dribbling the ball 

around two defenders with her blitzing skills, before skilfully 

sending the ball between the goalies legs to score a goal. This 

made the goal count for the season 5 (a Sacred Heart record). Ten 

minutes of celebrations and the team was finally back into game 

mode.  With the game almost over, Kilmore managed to sneakily 

score again, making it a 2-1 victory to Assumption. Our girls 

stayed strong until the end and great skill was shown 

throughout the game. 

 

Sticks down, Hearts up. 
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Boys Soccer 

On a beautiful sunny winter morning, our 1st XI Soccer team wrapped up the 2014 season with our annual game 

against Assumption College. With news filtering through that Assumption had played quite well in their home 

league in the 2014 season, the Sacred Heart College team were aware that they would have to be on focussed and 

communicate well from the first whistle.  In what was quite a physical encounter in parts, the game was a 

pleasure to watch with many technical and well-rehearsed movements played out by both teams. However in the 

end Sacred Heart College proved too strong, particularly with their probing movements down both wings which 

ended with clinical finishing from a handful of attacking players. The final score was Sacred Heart 9 - 

Assumption College 0. However the high spirit in which the game was played out and the fantastic 

sportsmanship shown by both sides illustrated what the exchange is all about between these two proud Marist 

Colleges. A big thankyou to all involved. 

Michael Boers 

1st XI Soccer Coach 
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Girls Basketball 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

With a successful season behind them the team was very keen to 

finish on a high note and the nervousness showed early with all 

players struggling to find the basket and the team scoring only 4 

points and trailing at quarter time. As the game progressed the 

players loosened up and began to score more freely led by a 

quietly consistent Anna Broadbent but Assumption maintained 

their lead and pushed it out to 24 – 16 at three quarter time in 

what looked like a match winning lead in a low scoring game. 

 

However, as they had done all year, the Sacred Heart team 

rallied in the last quarter, closing the gap to 1 point with some 

tenacious defence and much more purposeful offense. 

Unfortunately they had left their run too late and necessary fouls 

enabled Assumption to hold on. It was a disappointing end to a 

fine season but a typical example of the tenacity and spirit of the 

team. Tiana Harfield was judged the most valuable player. 
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Netball 

The Assumption College Kilmore Exchange weekend was a big weekend for our Open A netball team 

who played their Catholic Girls Grand Final on the Saturday morning. After a successful win against St 

Michaels College for the 2014 premiership, the SHC girls were pumped and ready to face Kilmore on 

the Sunday. It was a new looking Kilmore side from the team we had successfully faced earlier in the 

year at the Marist Carnival. Their new Goal Shooter’s height took a dominant presence on the court, 

leaving our captain Olivia Clark the task of playing the Kilmore talent who, for once, was taller than 

Olivia. The SHC girls took to the court with determination and focus to take the first quarter by 4 goals. 

But devastation struck early in the second quarter with Olivia sidelined due to a nasty ankle injury. 

Emmeline Ogilvie took over the challenge of defending their tall shooter and the SHC team had to 

regroup after seeing their captain go down. They did so amazingly and held a 5 goal lead at half time. 

Persistence, hard work and belief was required to keep our lead over the Kilmore side for the second 

half. Brilliant shooting from Madi Nicholson and Anna Broadbent combined with impressive drive and 

passing from Emily Hunter, Ellie Kellock and Georgia Kramm kept the SHC conversion rate high. 

Charlie Parish and Laura Chigwidden were disciplined in their defence and applied good pressure to 

the Kilmore side. Emmeline Ogilive was amazing in her role at goal keeper taking 2 impressive clean 

intercepts and forcing numerous errors across the base line for an SHC throw in. With 3 minutes to go 

injury struck our second player and sidelined Charlie Parish our goal defence. Ellen Kessling did an 

amazing job to come on and protect our 6 goal lead in the pressured final minutes of the game. It was a 

great victory for the SHC girls and an amazing way to close out an impressive season. The 2014 Open A 

Netball side had completed the magic 3 – they had claimed the Marist Championship, the Catholic Girls 

Premiership and the Kilmore Exchange victory. Congratulations ladies, it was an absolute honour to 

coach you for 2014. 
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Football 

The Sacred Heart College First XVIII football side faced off against Assumption College Kilmore in 58th 

Annual Exchange, held here on the Sacred Heart Main Oval. 

 

It was built up to be an excellent contest, with Sacred Heart emphatically winning their local State-wide 

knockout contest against PAC and Assumption likewise winning their competition a few weeks earlier. 

 

After an excellent welcome to country and national anthem, both sides were given their final 

instructions and eagerly awaited the first bounce. 

 

From the get go, it was clear that this was going to be a very physical game with both sides putting their 

body on the line at every contest. Sacred Heart got the better start and kicked away to a nice lead at 

quarter time. The clear highlight of the first quarter was an outstanding high flying mark from Cory 

Gregson who soared above his Assumption opponent. 

 

Tragedy struck for the local side early in the second quarter, with star SHC full forward Ryan Burton 

coming down with a fractured leg. This resulted in Keenan Ramsey being moved to full forward and he 

certainly made the most of this opportunity, booting a season high 8 goals. A fantastic performance!!! 

 

As the game went on, Sacred Heart asserted their dominance and managed to run away eventual 

winners by over 70 points. The final score was perhaps not a true reflection of the hardness of the 

contest and at times Assumption seemed to dominate play, with the difference in the end being that 

Sacred Heart made the most of their chances, particularly in front of goal. 

 

Special congratulations to Mr Anthony Goodrich on another successful season and to all of his players, 

who represented the school with pride and passion. 

 

Finally, well done to Cory Gregson who was judged best on ground for SHC, capping off a tremendous 

season for him personally. 

 

Well done to all involved, and we very much look forward to heading over to Kilmore next year for 

what is a true highlight of the Sacred Heart football calendar. 
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